Standards Announcement

PRC-006-3, Automatic Underfrequency Load Shedding
NPCC Quebec Regional Variance Revision

Comment period open through Monday, August 22, 2016

**Now Available**

A 45-day comment period for PRC-006-03 is open through 8 p.m. Eastern, Wednesday, August 22, 2016.

This proposed revision to the NPCC Regional Variance specifically applies to the Quebec Region only. Due to the unique nature of the Quebec province being its own interconnection, the variance is being developed using the NPCC Regional Standard Processes Manual. Specifically, the “Section D. Regional Variance” and “Attachment 1A” are proposed to be revised. Comments may be submitted electronically through the NPCC Website.

For more information or assistance, contact Reliability Standards Analyst, [Mat Bunch](mailto:Mat.Bunch@nerc.com) (via email) or at (404) 446-9785.